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Balloon lettering must be sharp, clean and easy to read!

Bat ROUND BALL POINT Rigger brush

Round brush cut square Square stub point for cartoons

San Francisco eats well, has fun after dark

Old Gold Nearly 200 years of blending skill applied to the world's finest tobaccos

More people smoke Camels than ever before!

Tools style letters

In order to draw a particular style of letter, you must know and choose the tool that most closely approximates the weight of the letter you wish to execute; don't try to make a tool do work that is outside its natural, physical limitations. When the above styles are drawn, it will be found that a round tool will make an unvarying weight and that a flat tool will execute thick and thin strokes. Remember, the type of tool will "style" the letter.
The importance of lettering

Lettering is important for you because it helps your cartoon tell its story, whether it is a humorous feature or a mailing piece for a local club. Look at the percentage of space in modern cartoons which is taken up by balloon and other kinds of lettering. Different kinds of lettering are used to tell different kinds of stories. It is important for you as a cartoonist to be able to choose and do the kind of lettering that will tell your story best.

For practical use by cartoonists, we have divided lettering into two categories: balloon lettering and display lettering. Balloon lettering is the kind used in most cartoons — easy to read, well-formed alphabets of capital letters. The other is display lettering. It simply means lettering used for any other purpose than balloon lettering. You will use these larger and more carefully formed letters for special parts of your cartoons, such as headings, signs on streets, gravestones, trucks, or for advertising headings, show cards, posters, and so on.

In balloon lettering speed and clarity are the most important elements. This lesson emphasizes the fact that your balloon lettering is going to be reduced in size when it is printed. Make it a habit to rule guide lines and keep your letters uniform and well spaced, so that they are easy on the reader’s eye.

It’s true that most successful comic strip men have an assistant to do their lettering. But, it is also true that each and every one of the men at the top is perfectly able to do his own lettering. The assistant merely saves him valuable time. If you are lucky enough to get a crack at being an established cartoonist’s assistant, you must be able to letter as well as the boss, preferably better.

Like handwriting, your lettering style will develop naturally as you practice the standard alphabets — don’t try to hurry it. Study the work of other cartoonists and you will see that their lettering has a definite tie-in with their style of drawing. Willard Mullin’s lettering is perfect for his work, but good as it is, it wouldn’t look right in the balloons of Harry Haenigen’s Penny. As you develop a style of drawing, you also develop an individual style of lettering. This is good, because your styles of drawing and lettering, like ham and eggs, should go together.

Naturally, the type of cartooning you are interested in will influence your lettering. However, for the sake of your bank balance it will never hurt you to learn to handle all types. There is no quicker or easier way for a beginning cartoonist to pick up a few extra bucks than by doing display lettering. Most businesses use small signs in their displays. If you can letter and toss in a comic face or figure, it’s that much easier to get the job.

Display lettering alphabets are generally modelled after established printers’ type faces. “Type Face” means one of the many styles of cast metal alphabets which printers use in their work. We give you some good alphabets on the following pages and recommend that you pester your local printer for some of his old type-specimen books. Most printers are glad to help if they see you are truly interested in learning more about their beloved business. Also, both the Higgins Ink Co. and the Hunt Pen Co. publish excellent, inexpensive books which will help you with all sorts of special lettering styles.

On the opposite page you see some examples of display lettering done by experts. As a general rule, after using a large tool to form large letters for reproduction, you clean up the rough edges, fine lines and serifs with a finer pen or brush. These corrections, though subtle, add greatly to the finished appearance of the lettering. The Camel caption is an example of this way of working. The free letters were written quickly with a round brush with the concentration put on producing a pleasing design; then rough edges and bad weights were corrected with a fine pen. In styles such as this, where a certain freeness is desirable, much of the work’s character would be lost if the lettering is traced down on another working surface. Another important tip for the beginner is to make sure that all the letters in the word belong to the same alphabet. Keep specimens of complete alphabets before you as you practice.

Any lettering can be corrected with a razor blade or Chinese white, but the less of this the better it will look. For clean work, get the good habit of wiping your pen regularly. Remember too, that old ink that has been left open for a time will gum up your pen point. If you have trouble making a clean pen line, try a new bottle of ink before you throw the pen point away.

Lettering is like all the rest of cartooning — you learn to letter by lettering. All we can do is show you how it is done. We can’t practice for you. How good you will become will depend on the amount of time and care you spend on it.
Balloon lettering

Every cartoonist, regardless of his special field, must be able to do balloon lettering. At some time every professional will get jobs that call for his characters to speak in balloons. While individual styles in lettering may differ, the same basic rules apply to all balloon lettering.

Most important, it must be easy to read after it is reduced and printed. Careless, uneven or badly spaced lettering will look even worse when it is reduced. Well spaced, neat lettering will take almost any amount of reduction and still be easy to read.

Remember, too, that your readers read words, not letters. Spacing and forming the letters into words is as important as forming individual letters. Each word is a unit made up of individual letters — when it is properly designed it will be seen and easily read as a unit.

Evenly spaced guide lines are one of the greatest helps to the easy readability of your balloon lettering. First, the height of the letters in each line must be the same. Second, the spaces between those lines must be equal throughout the job. About \( \frac{3}{8} \) the height of the letters makes a good, clear space between lines of lettering. Keep your pencil lines light; remember you have to erase them when the job is done. Here you see a simple, effective method of spacing to keep your guide lines consistent.

Make a ruling guide by inking correctly spaced guide lines along one edge of an oblong piece of Bristol board.

To use ruling guide, tack it at one end of layout and use T-square to rule lines from edge of ruling guide.

If you want to make smaller letters, swing ruling guide to an angle — this makes your guide lines come closer together.

A plastic device for ruling accurate guide lines of any height. The guide slides back and forth with the pencil which draws lines through the small holes.
Forming the letters

Balloon lettering is a single stroke alphabet: that is, each part of the letter is made with a single stroke of the pen. It is not outlined and then filled in. Some letters, like the E will require two or more strokes, while the letter S is completed with one continuous stroke. In the balloon alphabet on this page you can see the normal direction of the strokes used to complete each letter.

The exercises here are based on the actual pen strokes used to form the letters of the alphabet. Practice them until you can make the strokes easily and naturally. Work on ruled, spaced lines and keep your pen strokes within their limits.

Basic practice strokes (actual size)

Basic balloon alphabet (enlarged)

Do's and don't's (enlarged)

In the GOOD column we show you some acceptable variations on the type model. When the variations are stylized to the point of being hard to read they become BAD.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Good</th>
<th>Bad</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>AAA</td>
<td>AAA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>BB</td>
<td>BB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>CCC</td>
<td>CCC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>DDD</td>
<td>DDD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>EEE</td>
<td>EEE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>FFF</td>
<td>FFF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>GGG</td>
<td>GGG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>HHH</td>
<td>HHH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>II</td>
<td>II</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Good</th>
<th>Bad</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>J</td>
<td>JJJ</td>
<td>JJJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td>KKK</td>
<td>KKK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>LLL</td>
<td>LLL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>MMM</td>
<td>MMM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>NNN</td>
<td>NNN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O</td>
<td>OOO</td>
<td>OOO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>PPP</td>
<td>PPP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q</td>
<td>QQQ</td>
<td>QQQ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>RRR</td>
<td>RRR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>SSS</td>
<td>SSS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>TTT</td>
<td>TTT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U</td>
<td>UUU</td>
<td>UUU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>VVV</td>
<td>VVV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W</td>
<td>WWW</td>
<td>WWW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X</td>
<td>XXY</td>
<td>XXY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y</td>
<td>YYY</td>
<td>YYY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z</td>
<td>ZZ</td>
<td>ZZ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Generally, most cartoonists put serifs on the letter "I" when it is a personal pronoun and omit them when it is part of a word.
Letter spacing and word spacing

After you have learned to form cartoon balloon letters, it is important to space them properly. There are just three things to think about when spacing your lettering:

1. The space between the individual letters.
2. The space between words.
3. The space between lines of lettering.

The spacing between letters varies because of the different basic shapes of the individual letters. Fitting them together pleasingly is a matter of judgment developed by practice.

The spacing between words should be enough to allow each word to be read separately and clearly as a unit.

Between lines of balloon lettering, allow a space of about 2/3 the height of the letters to keep the lines of lettering distinctly apart and easily legible.

Letter spacing (enlarged)

RE A D Y

Because of bad spacing, these five letters are not easily read as one word

READY

The same five letters pulled together form a word unit that is easy to read

Practice spacing letters this size

READY READY READY READY READY READY READY READY READY

Word spacing (enlarged)

READY TO EAT

These ten letters are well spaced as letters — but they mean nothing

The same ten letters with clear space between word units form an easy-to-read phrase

Practice spacing words this size

READY TO EAT READY TO EAT READY TO EAT

Check your lettering this way:

WHAT IS GOOD LETTERING?

Here is a bad piece of lettering. Not only are the letters badly formed — in addition it breaks the three basic rules of having proper spacing between 1. Letters; 2. Word units and 3. Lines. Now see how we improve it, step-by-step

WHAT IS GOOD LETTERING?

2. The spacing of individual letters is good, but the words and lines run together.

WHAT IS GOOD LETTERING?

3. Here the letters and word units are well spaced but the lines of lettering are too close.

WHAT IS GOOD LETTERING?

1. Here the letter forms are improved and on guide lines — but all spacing is bad.

THIS IS GOOD LETTERING!

4. Now the letter forms and spacings of letters, word units and lines all help clear, easy reading
Procedure and practice

After you are familiar with the strokes and letter forms, you should practice by forming actual words and sentences. This is to train your hand to the forms and spacing of lettering at the same time. Set various limits of width and shape for your practice: when you letter a feature no two panels ever have the same space for balloons.

THE WORD UNIT IS THE IMPORTANT THING!!

First pencil words lightly on guide lines

Now ink lettering. Remember the roughly penciled lettering is only there for a rough guide. In small balloon lettering you must learn to improve the pencil letter forms and spacing as you ink. Erase when finished.

THE IMPORTANT THING IS TO USE THE PROPER SPACING!

Whenever possible, try to give balance and design to your balloons. Avoid weird shapes and splitting words—they will distract the reader’s eye.

Balloons in panels

WHEN I GET TOO OLD TO WORK I’M GOING TO BE A BUM!

WHEN I GET TOO OLD TO WORK I’M GOING TO BE A BUM!

AND THEN HARRY TOOK HIS WIFE DOWN TOWN!

AND THEN HARRY TOOK HIS WIFE DOWN TOWN!

Don’t squeeze your balloon outline up over heads in tight places

Do break outline—leave as much space as possible between head and letters

Don’t split lettering like this—it makes your story hard to read

Do arrange it so your words follow each other without a break

THE NEXT TIME YOU PASS MY HOUSE PLEASE STOP IN TO SEE ME!

THE NEXT TIME YOU PASS MY HOUSE PLEASE STOP IN TO SEE ME!

HEY, HARRY, COME HERE!

HEY, HARRY, COME HERE!

Don’t let your lettering dribble in small bits all over the panel

Do keep letters same height, but compress the width as you space them

Don’t squeeze lettering into corners or put balloon outline too close when you have room

Do use your space to allow air around lettering—it’s easier to read
Balloon letter in use

Here are examples of good, easy to read lettering by four cartoonists. In each of them the letters are well formed and spaced. The words are designed as units and the spacing between lines is good. They are easy to read when reduced and printed on rough newsprint paper. The styles, of course, differ, because each has been developed over years to fit naturally with a particular style of drawing. Rube Goldberg's political cartoon was drawn about four times the size you see it here. In addition to the powerful letters "UN," the one word "Russia" stands out clear as a bell even after being so greatly reduced. Think about reduction when you do your balloon lettering.

LIKE THE OTHER NIGHT WHEN YOU TOOK A SHOWER AND FORGOT TO TAKE OFF YOUR WRISTWATCH?

THAT WAS ENTIRELY DIFFERENT...

"We're chasin' Long-shot Charlie, he can't look you in th' face. For he put his deuce on Phalanx; an' he played him just to place. The bum bet on th' favorite, to th' whole damn club's disgrace. O, we're chasin' Long-shot Charlie in th' mornin'!"

SO WHAT!

I WONT RUN INTA ANY O'THEM HAT-PIN EXPERTS AT TH' CASHIER'S WINDOW!

Willard Mullin did the main lettering of this parody in thick and thin, upper and lower case Roman lettering to give it the look of a printed page of traditional literature. This was done with a 290 Gillott. The balloon of Chas. looks just like what he intended it for—an informal cartoon grace-note to the over-all idea. This is shown same size as drawn and lettered.
MR. HOGAN, MAY I COMPLIMENT YOU ON BRINGING US THROUGH A DIFFICULT SITUATION?

YOU MAY, SISTER! I, TOO, THOUGHT IT WAS PRETTY SLICK!

Wrecking Machine

DAISY MAE?—TH’ CRITTER TOOK HER T’GATHER—SMACKS—BOO—MUDDY MUSHROOMS IN DUFFY’S CAVERN—D DUFFY’S CAVERN?

Al Capp’s interpolations of “Smack!” “Drool!” etc. are distinctly part of his individual style of getting an idea across to his readers. Notice that these words are done with “dancing” letters which are not ruled by the guide lines. The jagged outline of Mammy’s balloon gives a crackling, explosive quality to the heavy letters.

Rube Goldberg used these letters as a symbol to get his political idea across clearly. The perspective and shading on the letters makes them solidly three-dimensional, which adds to the power of the drawing.
Display lettering

For the purposes of this course, any style of lettering that is not balloon lettering we call display lettering. This includes letters drawn in outline and then filled in, and single stroke letters done with a large speedball pen or brush. For instance, if your cartoon included a bank or grocery store window, the lettering on it probably would be display lettering and done in a suitable style to make the drawing look authentic.

- For large display single stroke letters your practice exercises are the same as we showed you for balloon lettering, but done in a larger size. Practice until your hand can swing the strokes easily and surely in the larger size. On later pages we give you type alphabets to use for models in practicing display lettering.

Tools

- Gillott
  - For outlining letters

- Flattening brush and speedball pens for single stroke and heavy outline letters

Procedure

Built-up solid letters

- Lay out letter in pencil
- Ink letter outline
- Fill in inked letter outline
- Erase pencil and correct with China white if necessary

Built-up outline letters

- Lay out letter in pencil
- Ink with Series B Speedball
- Square corners with white
- Outline letters gain impact with shadow

Single stroke letters

- Roughly pencil in letter
- Ink letter with single stroke of flat brush
- Use single strokes of large speedball pen to form letters
- Correct mistakes and bad lines with China white
Spacing

For easy reading the form of your letters is important — but spacing is equally important. You have only three kinds of spacing to consider: (1) space between letters, (2) space between words and (3) space between lines.

Spaces between individual letters vary. The basic forms of some letters fit together almost like a jigsaw puzzle, while some letters that oppose a curved side to a straight side have to be pulled together to kill white space. Only practice can give your eye the ability to space all letters pleasingly.

For the spaces between words, remember that your reader's eye tends to read words as units: keep them well separated. If your words run too close together on the line, they blur together in the reader's eye and are hard to read.

Between lines of lettering, a space of about \( \frac{5}{14} \) the height of the letter makes a good, legible separation.

There can be no absolute, iron-clad rules about space to be left between letters and words. It is a matter of your own good optical judgment which only practice will develop. The illustrations will give you an idea of the importance of optical, as opposed to mechanical spacing.

---

**Wrong − Mechanical spacing**

**SPACE WARNING**

This is spaced mechanically — all the spaces between letters are the same, as shown by the gray strips.

**Right − Optical spacing**

**SPACE WARNING**

The gray strips are the same width as above, but see how we have changed it by bringing some letters into the gray and leaving more space between others to make it look better.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Letters</th>
<th>Optical Spacing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WA</td>
<td>Wrong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WA</td>
<td>Right</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC</td>
<td>Wrong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC</td>
<td>Right</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA</td>
<td>Wrong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA</td>
<td>Right</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IN</td>
<td>Wrong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IN</td>
<td>Right</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Some letters like W and A fit together neatly like a jigsaw puzzle. Other examples: R and G, T and G.

---

To kill excess white space, push bottom of slant letter A toward upright of R.

Push slanted A under curve of letter C.

Shove the letter P close to the letter A to take care of excess white space.

Get air between the straight letters.

Take up space between straight N and curve of G.

Be sure to keep enough space between the words.
Using type faces for models

When choosing a model alphabet to copy, get the best. For display lettering, actual printing type faces are the best models to use. Ever since type was invented, craftsmen have been refining the proportions and relations of each individual letter to the other letters of each type face. Their aim has been to make letters easier to read when made into words. When you copy these letters, you are getting the benefit of all this careful study and improvement in legibility.

Remember that the master letters for each type face were originally drawings — made by the hands of master artists. Today we still imitate the forms and styles of the past, even though we use new tools to shape our letters. Space does not permit us to show you all the type alphabets now in use. For those students who wish to go deeper into this large subject of lettering, there are good, inexpensive books available at all art supply stores.

Gothic

The Gothic styles are sans-serif with all strokes of the same weight. These letters are good for heavy balloon lettering, posters and show cards. There are many type faces in this style including the "Franklin" and "Alternate" Goths. Below we give you an entire Futura alphabet.

Futura

Franklin
Alternate

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

1234567890$
The Roman styles developed from the proportions and weights of the ancient, stone-carved letters of "classic" Rome. The graceful thick and thins make it a little more decorative for special cartoon uses. Roman types are mostly used in printing books, magazines and newspapers. Below you see the Caslon alphabet.

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

1234567890$
Type alphabets

Here are some type alphabets for practice and reference. There are many more and we repeat: a type specimen book is a very handy item in your morgue. Everything, including lettering, that adds to the authenticity of a cartoon helps. Get the habit of noticing the kinds of letters that are used on store fronts, monuments, traffic signs and so on. Use the right style in the right place when your idea calls for display lettering.

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 1234567890$

Selon Ovez

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

Othello

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZabcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 1234567890$ EF EF

Pencil complete letter — ink shadow only

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZabcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 1234567890$

Shadow

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZabcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 1234567890$

Old English

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZabcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

Pencil

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZabcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
A useful script alphabet

You will often be commissioned to do jobs that call for display lettering as well as cartoons. For such jobs you will find it useful to master an alphabet like the one on this page. It is easily read and easily lettered.

The first step is to rule three light pencil lines. The bottom line is the one on which all letters rest, the middle one determines the height of the small or lower case letters, and the top one the height of the capitals. The tail part of the letters b, d, f, h, k, and l are called ascenders and are generally drawn a little taller than the capital letters. In the alphabet shown, the lower case letters are five times as high as the thickness of the nib of the lettering pen and the capitals are eight nibs high.

Lightly pencil the letters, then ink them in with a flat nibbed lettering pen and black ink. These letters were drawn with a Hunt pen #2 the same size as reproduced. By using a wider or thinner pen the letters can be made heavier or lighter. Hunt pens come in sizes ranging from #1, the heaviest, to #6, the lightest. Speedball pens series C and lettering brushes can also be used in the same way. By using different size pens or brushes and drawing the guide lines different distances apart, you can create a great variety of sizes and weights to fit almost any kind of job.

There are two kinds of alphabets. One is "italics," the alphabet you see here. The other, called "roman," is straight up and down. To help you slant all your italic letters at the same angle, draw light pencil guide lines about one-quarter inch apart up and down on your paper with a T-square at the angle you want. Do not slant the letters too much or they will be hard to read.

The secret of drawing this alphabet is always to hold the pen at an angle of 45 degrees as shown in the drawing. As you draw the letters, the pen automatically makes the thick and thin strokes. After you have mastered this alphabet, experiment with variations of these letter forms until you can find one that suits your needs.
Gimmick Lettering

In a true cartoon, the lettering is a part of the drawing, fitting into the style and composition and helping to put over the idea. Letters can be formed of every object under the sun — the cartoonist is limited only by his imagination and his ability to make them clear.

Here you see only a few examples, there are countless others. For instance, if a quavering cry for help goes up, make the letters waver and wobble. Icy remarks can be lettered, and the balloon drawn, to resemble icicles. Foreign accents can be shown by making the letters look like Russian or Oriental characters.

Too much screwball lettering can become boring and hard to read — use it sparingly. Balloon lettering in comic strips must be uniformly neat and precise for easy reading; the story comes first. Still, a bit of imaginative lettering can add a real wallop to important parts of your story if you keep it easily legible.

Lettering tips

- **HELP!**
  - Single stroke brush letters give action to single heavy words in a balloon

- **GET YOUR FEET OFF THE TABLE!**
  - For heavy, emphasized words in balloons use a speedball 8-3 or 8-4

- **Wrong**
  - When shading on or behind letters, remember to make the contrast clear. Remember — if it's hard to read it's no good

- **Right**
  - When working for color reproduction you can make initial letters stand out by having a form behind them to take color. The letters themselves can also be designed for areas of color

When you letter something like a sign — which is supposed to be easy to read — do it in the right style for the job.
Perspective and lettering

Lettering on an object, such as this sign, is subject to the laws of perspective. Rule your pencil guide lines for lettering to the same vanishing point or points.

Letters must lie flat on and follow the form of the object.

Note how the vertical lines of the letters are the same angle as the vertical lines of the object—ditto for the horizontals.

Pencil guide lines

Shading letters and shadows

The shading here helps give the feel of the action.

To make a letter stand up—treat the shadow as you would with any other object.

Here the letters are formed the same as cubes. Be sure you have your perspective right with these. Black in whichever plane of the letters you wish.

When shading letters be careful to keep the light source the same on all letters.

This type of shadowing is easy to do if you think of the shadow as being the same as the letter but shifted over.

Here the shadow is at an angle from the letter, tapering down to the bottom.
Special lettering

In these two panels from a U. I. Alber daily strip Al Capp uses a variety of lettering styles to create visual interest. When using longhand script lettering, be careful to make sure that it will be legible after it is reduced.

The name of the feature is usually hand-lettered in its creator's distinctive style with a large signature in the first panel of a Sunday comic page.

HOMECOMING
At each remembered name on this long listing of our dead:
I pause and try to reconstruct a mental picture of the being that I knew.
Reverie often fails and must be juggled by pictures in long unfixed flashes.

Fresh faces, scribbled to space Insane Dance shine before
the endless gray background:

Clothing of another era, reflecting the eager faces that gleam each fraternal punch.
A look of crimson somberness as the girls stroked in unison on our green swindling: nurses
how then can names upon a somber listing fell of death.

The stern-faced captain of Marines who fell that
night day on Tintin:

Is not the dark, young giant once I knew; It's just
a slight coincidence in names
thinking the scarlet sweater and the O'Neag to speak his strength before all men.

I shall be alive as I knew him then; bright flash
of color across a rival gate:

Long legs stretched before the chapel hearth;
numbing bitter of the student lamp.
So, on those Bright satin Saturdays, when cars are
mercifully stopped at campus gates.

I will take my place in that friendly web of people
moving ever west across the Oval
unknown to me, for the most part, their colors join mine in
the common plea for Ohio to do well today.

Among those thousands no one was he, that one with
then I laughed goodbye so many years ago.
I'll not see him face to face, the seat is dislodged on
the1st century's side.
I will have to wait until the story is done.

Helen Auff

In this serious drawing on a serious subject for the Ohio State Alumni Magazine Milton Caniff deliberately uses a rather plaint upper and lower case alphabet to put the message across simply and with good taste.

Knowledge of type is put to work here. Film companies' names set the stage in the first panel of this Sunday page.

But listen, pale hands, we've got to have that film! . . .

India limped along for years without movies, but you want
newsreel service on one print! Here comes the boy
with your precious narrow gauge classic!
To study and practice

In this lesson you learn the rules and procedure for doing balloon and display lettering. Good lettering is important for all cartoonists. It is a trademark of the real professional.

Anyone can learn to do good balloon lettering -- all it takes is enough careful practice. Practice by drawing and lettering balloons on bond typewriter paper. Frequently review your lesson and check your lettering for:

1. Form of the letters - page 5
2. Letter spacing - pages 6 and 11
3. Word spacing - page 6
4. Design and placement of balloons - page 7

You have an opportunity to practice and improve your lettering every time you write a letter. Carefully letter the name and address on each piece of mail you send out. Don't just scribble your ideas or captions under your drawings -- letter them with professional care. Poor lettering can spoil an otherwise excellent cartoon.

In criticizing your lettering we are going to consider the forms of your letters, the letter spacing, the word spacing and the shape and logical placement of the balloon.

The assignment you are to mail to the School for criticism

On the reverse side of this sheet is a diagram layout -- for an ad in your local newspaper. Your drawing can be the same size as in this layout (or scaled up if you wish to work larger). Do not draw it smaller in scale. Follow the general layout or, if you feel you have a better approach, create your own. Pages 7, 8 and 9 of the Introduction to the Course show you good examples of advertising layouts containing cartoons.

Your local hardware dealer wants a cartoon with hand-lettered copy to run as a two-column newspaper advertisement for his store. His message is simple -- "Clean up, paint up, fix up" -- and to get it across to possible customers he wants a cartoon which will illustrate this theme in a humorous, interesting and attention-getting manner. In the layout for this ad, A represents the general area the cartoon is to occupy, together with the balloon and dialogue spoken by the cartoon character. The words in the balloon should read "________(name of store) has everything you need." B represents the space in which you are to letter the following copy: "CLEAN UP -- PAINT UP -- FIX UP," and space C is for the name and address of the firm, real or invented, which you are to letter also.

Your ad should be drawn on an 11 x 14-inch sheet of drawing paper in ink, using either brush or pen.

Present your assignment in the same clean, professional manner you would use if you were submitting it to the cartoon buyer of a publication. Letter your name, address and student number carefully in the lower left-hand corner of the page. In the lower right corner, place the Lesson Number. Mail to:

FAMOUS ARTISTS CARTOON COURSE
Westport, Connecticut

(over)